This new parallel import regime provides a substantial opportunity for counterfeit stocks to come into Australia. Legitimate stocks may be mixed with infringing copies, giving the already overburdened Customs Department, a virtually impossible task of detection … The above evidence was obtained by the Australian consumer 'watchdog', the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC). This regulator investigated Universal Music Australia Pty Limited and Warner Music Australia Pty for various breaches of trade practices. They were found guilty and penalized in relation to two out of three separate breaches of the relevant legislation.
1 These corporate citizens were effectively prosecuted and sentenced, given the use of the words 'penalty', 'parity' and 'deterrence' by the judge at first instance.
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The above example explicates the substantive depth of control major media companies exert on others in the marketplace. But it also highlights the potential for deceptive, misleading, threatening and aggressive attitudes displayed by dominant major players when their naturally monopolistic habitats are challenged. On appeal, the sentence (a substantial fine) was reduced, and one of the findings was overturned. But the issues of control, coercion and anticompetitive behaviour were squarely proved. Whether or not a tribunal of fact and law makes a finding of guilt (in whole or in part), the emphasized parts of the above quotes constitute marketplace harassment (akin to, say, bullying and threats in the workplace) and suggest cartellike behaviour that only a dominant few are capable of exerting.
2
In this light, the popular media industry is defined as an oligopolistic 'monopoly' where only a few participants with similar or near-identical products are substantially concentrated in the market. These major players exert more than obvious influence. They are also acutely aware of their influence over the marketplace specifically, and consumers generally. They should not be described as 'monopolistically competitive' because they purport to promote different products (through various labels or clever market-branding and genre creation). Rather, these sellers meta-govern popular media, their products are homogenized and the concentration of power therefore suggests overt market dominance. It follows that issues relating to low barriers to entry for independent players ('indies'), fair pricesetting, consumer choice and other healthy elements relating to economic competition have not traditionally existed in popular media. The gaming industry, the last to be subsumed under a highly concentrated model, now tends to lead the charge in terms of barriers to entry (see generally, Williams, 2002).
Chapter 2 was concerned with international copyright organizations and the manner in which copyright is controlled and supervised for the express purpose of exploitation. The overriding theme was firmly based on the observation that a monopolized political and legal environment for the marketization of copyright (the process of bringing copyright to a market economy) exists in Western society. This chapter examines these issues in the light of the manner in which popular media products are presented to consumers. The central argument is that it is difficult to conceive how well adjusted and balanced the delivery of popular media is in the light of an overbalanced concentration of a dominant few. Providing balance, or attempting 'to strike a balance' as posited by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and industry representatives, seems to very popular in debates concerning copyright industries and competition regulation. But the term 'balance' requires greater examination given that an imbalance in power has always existed between original copyright owners and corporate copyright owners.
Formal conceptions of competition law are premised on the ability to strike a balance between protecting consumers from unnatural business
